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Lumis, Cara, Curl & Fény
The classy alternative to tea lights

Lumis, Cara, Curl & Fény

Our FlexiLight easy Table Lamps are a particularly inexpensive 
and beautiful alternative to traditional tea lights or regular wax 
candles. With a burning life of up to 53 hours (depending on 
the chosen flame size) they combine not only hours of effor-
tless usage but are also a very clean and safe alternative to 
conventional wax candles.

Our product advantages in comparison to 
regular wax candles:

FlexiLight easy

Lumis, Cara, Curl and Fény offer you maximum freedom 
when it comes to creating a beautiful table-decoration 
with minimal effort.

All lamps can be decorated on tables, bars or anywhere 
within the restaurant or outside. They burn extremely 
soot- and odorless. Annoying wax-stains are a thing of 
the past and you can now spend your time with more 
important things than cleaning up the candle mess.

Long burning time
No more wax stains on table cloth or lamp glasses
Saves you time and money
No more wax residues of burnt-down candle-stubs that 
have to be disposed
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Find more products at www.heliotron.com/flexilight

Lumis is made of brushed acrylic glass which gives the flame that little twist and offers an atmospheric light.

Our table lamp Cara offers a maximum number of combinations with an either chrome- or brass-brushed base. 
Curl Black offers a beautiful matt black spiral-shaped lamp base. 
Fény comes with an all-new natural look: The round lamp-base made of light beechwood suits both modern as well as
rustique interiors extremely well. The texture of the wood makes each lamp base unique.  
All lamps can be combined with our colorful glasses in 6 different colors.
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